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What's new

1. Enhanced SEO Center, including:

1. Ability to choose the preferred domain for SEO purposes (display URLs with www or

not)

2. Ability to create 301 URL redirects

3. Ability to update the robots.txt

4. Ability to validate site ownership within Google via HTML file, besides the existing

HTML tag option

5. Ability to validate site ownership within Facebook Business Manager with HTML tag

6. Ability to submit the ads.txt file

7. Ability to submit the app-ads.txt file

8. Ability to temporarily disable the site indexing

9. Ability to upload a customized OG image

2. Enhanced site manager account permissions, including:

1. Ability to define the permissions per sub-section (such as Listings, Events, Revenue

Reports, etc) instead of only the main section (such as Content, Design, etc)

2. Ability to define the permissions per domain, allowing the main site manager to

remove the access for particular domains completely

3. Seven new widgets available for the Page Editor, allowing the site manager to create

fully customized blocks of texts and images, in use cases like "Our partners", "Our

team", "Meet the CEO", "Main features", "Our services", among others.

1. Highlight card

2. Highlight cards with icons (three different layouts)

3. Highlight cards with images (three different layouts)
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4. The following plugins are now supported by the mobile app:

1. Instant messaging integration

2. Events association for listings

3. Articles association for listing

4. Multiples videos for articles

5. Multiples videos for listings

6. Advanced reviews for listings

7. Geo targeted banners

8. MailChimp integration

5. New widgets available for the template editor

1. Header with Slider

2. Additional image

6. Sponsors and Visitors email notifications template updated.

7. New page Push Notifications on the Mobile app section.

8. HTML editor plugin is now available on the listing template widget Description.

What's changed

1. All confirmation pop ups within the site manager area were updated to use the same

style.

2. API pin was removed in favor of the API token.

3. Discount code updated to accept up to 30 chars.

4. Google Analytics updated to version 4.

5. The following columns were removed from table Promotion

1. visibility_start
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2. visibility_end

3. deal_type

6. The following columns were removed from table Listing

1. price

2. Display_url

7. Widget Additional Information renamed to Additional File.

8. Listing export updated to export all the 20 categories currently supported by the

system.

9. Worldpay payment gateway is no longer supported and was removed.

10. MySQL and MariaDB recommended versions updated on README.md.

Minor fixes

1. Added a new migration to fix the scenario where the fields Facebook feed and Twitter

feed are not available to edition on the Manage Levels & Pricing section.

2. Fixed custom pages rendering on the mobile app.

3. Updated date for all modules changed to a date and time stamp within Elasticsearch to

avoid scenarios where items updated on the same day were not being ordered

correctly.

4. Fixed canonical on search by locations in case the search returns only one type of

module.

5. Fixed total revenue on sitemgr dashboard not considering recurring payments from

Stripe.

6. Fixed layout of the custom invoice details on the sponsors section.
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7. Fixed layout of the widget Contact information when the Instant messaging plugin is

enabled.

8. Fixed banner's renewal date initializing on year 0 when the banner is free, i.e no

renewal date set.

9. Email notification for site manager after a new lead is created updated to include the

link to view the lead directly.

10. Fixed Products & Services management not working when the site manager is working

on a domain different from the one on the URL.

11. Fixed widget Recent Reviews not displaying all available reviews in case one of them

belongs to a listing that is not active.

12. Fixed node additional_phone being sent on the listing detail endpoint when only the

field label is available.

13. Fixed image description not being displayed on the photo gallery for events, classifieds

and articles.

14. Fixed image description not being displayed on the main image of the listing detail

page.

15. Fixed listings not being displayed in the correct order on the widget Centralized

highlighted card.

16. Added scrollbar on the All locations page.

17. Fixed deal association with listing page to send the user back to the same page after a

success update.

18. Fixed classified association with listing page to send the user back to the same page

after a success update.

19. Fixed SQL error after searching for mobile banners on sitemgr.
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20. Fixed API returning 10 deals on the home screen, when it was supposed to return 6, as

initially designed.

21. Fixed categories not being ordered alphabetically properly on the results page filter.

22. Fixed label editions not being included on the widget Pricing & Plans.

23. Fixed Dropdown menu not fully scrolling depending on the amount of submenus and

the window size.

24. Fixed some labels on the App builder section that were hard coded in english.

25. Fixed listing zip code not being persisted on Elasticsearch after an import.

26. Fixed attribute tel: on the additional phone label being filled with the listing phone

instead.

27. Entries for deprecated crons randomizer and location_update removed from the initial

database setup.

28. Duplicated phone setter removed from listing Class.

29. Fixed contrast between submenu items and the header on the Restaurant theme.

30. Fixed contact phone, email and website not being sent on the API.

31. Fixed menu "Billing > Checkout" display on sponsors dashboard according to the

availability of at least one type of payment system.

32. Fixed widget Features translation in portuguese on the template editor edition, to keep

the standard with the field name on the listing form.

33. Fixed user profile picture not being fully persisted when updated via API.

34. Fixed newsletter sign ups not working when creating accounts via API.

35. Fixed translation for the label "Type the Listing name for suggestions" on the deal form

in spanish and turkish.

36. Fixed node geo being removed from the results endpoint when the flag "Map" is

disabled for the listing level.
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37. Fixed fatal error on events and articles management screen when they're linked with a

listing with no renewal date.

38. Fixed magnifier icon being displayed on the search box in some resolutions even when

the search field is already available.
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